
<AGM_Sergio> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10009.22>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<AGM_Sergio> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10009.22>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<CTO_Somak> ::enters the bridge, taking tactical position::
<EO_Woo> ::running around ME checking monitors::
<FCO_Teasley> ::at the helm, sticking behind the Romulan ship::
<CO_Ross> XO: #1, what have you found out on the weapon?
<SO_Katie> ::on the bridge at a science console, still reviewing data on the weapon::
<CMO_Hardy> ::in his office finishing the Medical report for the CO::
<CTO_Somak> ::picks up briefing PADD, and takes a look at the briefing::
<TO_Tpal> :: In hall way, looking around the ship::
<CO_Ross> ::looks over at his new CTO:: Mr. Somak, welcome aboard, hopefully we will have time to speak at a later time
<XOMacMer> ::On bridge, Jason is fussing a bit, not quite sure what to do with himself, and this new postiion of his.::  CO: Er... Sir, we're still waiting on security for the forensics.
<AGM_Sergio> ACTION : LRS pick up two sensor shadows::
<CO_Ross> XO: ::smirks, begins thinking what to tell the Romulans::
<CTO_Somak> CO: Aye sir. ::notices the weapon type, and searches it on the database::
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Sir, there are to sensors shadows on the LRS
<CNS_Jertrel> ::sitting next to the captain on the bridge::
<SO_Katie> ::crosschecks the data collected on the weapon that attacked the romulan ship and compares with the databese::
<CMO_Hardy> ::finiches the Medical report of the Ships Crew and Transfers it to the CO's PAD:: Self: finaly done with the papir work
<CO_Ross> FCO: Mr. Teasley, will you tie into OPS console while Mr. Quest is away
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Sir
<FCO_Teasley> <Yes sir>
<CTO_Somak> ::assigns tactical officers to perform sweeps of the off-duty crew::
<EO_Woo> ::looking for the CEO; views shields::
<FCO_Teasley> ::transfers OPS to the helm::
<CSO_Hasman> ::arrives on the bridge after some kind of delay::
<SO_Katie> ::diverst her attention to the shadows on the long range sensors, watches the CSO enter the bridge::CSO:Hello sir
<FCO_Teasley> ::monitors power flow::
<TO_Tpal> ::continues his wondering, now it's an official looking around the ship::
<CSO_Hasman> ::nods at the SO:: SO: {Your Rank Here}, how are the results so far? ::takes a seat::
<CO_Ross> FCO: Mr. Teasley, what is our status?
<TO_Tpal> CTO:what should we be looking for?
<CMO_Hardy> ::head out of SB for a little stroll to stretch his feet::
<EO_Woo> ::notices slight impulse engine fluctuation; configures appropriately; walks over to replicator to get some water::
<CTO_Somak> *TO*: All crew should be on duty or confined to quarters. If you find anyone, move them into their quarters and seal the doors.
<FCO_Teasley> CO: We're still following the Romulan ship, other ship systems are normal
<SO_Katie> CSO:Well, we haven't found much more on the weapon but we have those romulan war birds to worry about now
<TO_Tpal> CTO: aye sir
<RommieXO> @COMM Artemis CO : Captain.. We grow weary of this wait...
<CO_Ross> COMM:RXO: Patients, is a vulcan virtue, you should have that quality, we are making progress Sub-Commander
<XOMacMer> ::Stepping over to Science:: CSO/SO: Have you found any data on that weapon in our data bases?
<CNS_Jertrel> CO: Sir Romulans are an arrogant race and not to be trusted.
<RommieXO> @COMM CO : May i remind you i am NO vulcan... I am sure your government has recieved our request for extradition...
<RommieXO> @COMM CO : And we are ready to enforce it... ::smirks:: Should the need arise, ofcourse..
<SO_Katie> XO:We have all the schematics on the weapon and how it works, other than that only that it was banned
<RommieXO> @COMM CNS : Hah.. Arrogant indeed.. What would YOU do if your Captain was murdered by a Romulan???
<CO_Ross> COMM:RXO: Sub-Commander, may I remind you of your Vulcan heritage? There is no need for threats Sub-Commander,
<XOMacMer> SO: Is there any way to trace this thing to the perpetrator?
<CMO_Hardy> Self: ah ...never thought a stroll would feel so good .......::streches his legs as he walks ::
<CSO_Hasman> ::works console, reading the report:: XO: It doesn't seem so at this moment
<CNS_Jertrel> ::leans over to the captain and whispers something::
<SO_Katie> XO:Maybe, if he finds out who could have access to it
<CO_Ross> COMM: RXO: Sub-Commander, may I suggest that you beam aboard, and monitor our investigation?
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::standing at OPS monitoring the open channel::
<RommieXO> @COMM CO : Rest assured Captain.. We will haveour justice... ::cuts comm::
<TO_Tpal> ::finding a group of kids, and quickly rushes them to their quaarters::
<FCO_Teasley> CO: They sound reasonable ::has a sarcastic tone in his voice::
<SO_Katie> XO:Oh and there were some neutrino residues on the transporter component of the weapon, maybe there are some on the perpetrator of the attack as well...
<CPO_Jaar> ::walks into sickbay.. wabbling:: All : he.. Hello?
<XOMacMer> SO: Ok, I'm willing to try anthing at this point.
<CO_Ross> OPS: Well Mr. Ewan, that was a very light conversation :: grins:: send to SB185, our status, and current threat assessment, encrypt Ross Alpha Tango 29
<CMO_Hardy> ::heads back to SB ::self: well better get SB ready for incoming i guess ......::enters SB a minute later::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::raises an eyebrow:: CO: Aye Sir 
<EO_Woo> ::running around starting to exhaust Woo; wishes there were more engineers; takes a seat, closely monitors shields::
<CPO_Jaar> :::looks around for anyone:: Hello?
<SO_Katie> ::nods to the XO::XO:The question is, how do you scan about 100 people for neutrino residues without arising suspicious
<XOMacMer> ::Stepping over to the CTO:: CTO: The murder weapon might have left some neutrino traces on the perpetrator.  Please do a scan of the crew members and crew quarters for such a residual.
<SO_Katie> <we>
<CMO_Hardy> ::sees Jaar as he enters SB:: CPO: yes what can do for you ?
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : Doctor.. Finally... I.. There was an accident in the Shuttle bay...
<CPO_Jaar> ::sits down on the bio-bed::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::encrypts and sends the Artemis status and threat assessment::
<CTO_Somak> XO: Aye sir. In the mean time, I recommend we set up a dampening field to prevent any further shooting from another weapon that could have been replicated.
<CMO_Hardy> CPO: What....an accident....why was i not informed of this ::grabs a Medical Tricorder and starts to Scan the CPO::
<SO_Katie> CSO:Do you think it could be someone from the crew who did this?
<XOMacMer> CTO: Thats a good thought.  Are our shields up, that would tend to intervfer with transports as well.
<CO_Ross> FCO: Mr. Teasley, I want you to increase distance from the warbird, ever so slightly, I want to be out of their distrupter range before they are aware of it.......as if we are drifting apart, understood?
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : Well.. I was the only.. Onlly one involved.. You see.. I was transporting cargo in order to make a complete inventory... And i got some coordinates wrong..
<EO_Woo> ::leaves ME; leaves for bridge::
<CTO_Somak> XO: Shields are up, but it may be possible to beam inside the ship.
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : Next thing i know, i was on the floor with acanister on top of me..::
<EO_Woo> ::enters bridge, relieves crewman at engineering console::
<XOMacMer> CTO: That makes it an even better idea, plus it might stop someone gettig a bright idea of transporting evidence around...
<FCO_Teasley> ::listens to the CTO and XO::
<SO_Katie> ::as the CSO leaves abruptly to attend business of his own, she goes to Science one, keeping close tags on the incomming ships::
<FCO_Teasley> CSO: Yes sir
<XOMacMer> ::Stepping over to OPS:: OPS: I know we've had a lot of new folks on the crew, but did you find anything suspicious when you looked over the crew roster?
<FCO_Teasley> ::decreases speed just a little::
<FCO_Teasley> <CO even>
<CPO_Jaar> $<Adm Kriver> COMM Artemis : Adm Kriver to USS Artemis, please respond..
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::looks over to the CO:: CO: Sir, I encrypted and sent the information you requested, but if I may and when you have time. I need to see you alone
<CMO_Hardy> CPO: is not the Computer programmed to stop the transport if there is someting wrong ..........::raises an eyebrow as he takes a look at the readout from the tricorder::  CPO: well you have a few broken ribs and a concussion to the head........i would advice you to make a full report to ME about this incident ::grabs a hypo to stop some of the pain that the ribs might couse
<CTO_Somak> XO: Agreed. ::leaves bridge and enters turbolift, heading for the victims quarters.::
<CO_Ross> OPS: Understood, thank you Mr. Ewan
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : I don't know.. I just.. I guess i am just too clumsy.. ::smiles:: Probably why i never got into the Academy.. ::smileS::
<CO_Ross> COMM: Adm Kriver: Admiral, this is Capt. Ross
<FCO_Teasley> ::has the ships drop about 1000km from the warbird::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> CO: Thank-you Sir ::looks at the XO:: XO: Sir, nope, nothing unusual
<CTO_Somak> <victims quarters = weapons storage>
<XOMacMer> OPS: Do we have any logs of people coming on board while we were at the Star Base?  Anyone log in to work in the Cargo Bay we found the weapon in?
<CPO_Jaar> $<Adm. Kriver> COMM CO : Captain your situation is getting dire... Starfleet is starting to be pressured by the Federation members to turn you in to the romulans..
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> XO: There aren't anyone new assigned in that area at this time, but it's not to say that someone could have snuck there
<CMO_Hardy> CPO: noncense there is no such thing as beeing clumsy.....you just have to make due with what is at hand.....and that is youself......;;grabs a subdermal regenerator to mend the broken ribs:: have u ever tryed Vulcan Meditation, .....
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : Doctro.. if you have not noticed yet.. I am no Vulcan...
<FCO_Teasley> ::drops another 500 km::
<SO_Katie> ::turns over to the EO::EO: Did you find big power drain by a replicator? It surely wouldn't be easy to replicate such a weapon..if it indeed as made on this ship
<CO_Ross> COMM:ADM Kriver: We are making headway Admiral, we have located a compression rifle, one that uses transporter technology, are you familiar with that banned weapon?
<CPO_Jaar> $<Adm. Kriver> COMM CO : Indeed... But.. I thought only Senior officers even had access  to that kind of information?
<EO_Woo> SO: No... no, I didn't notice it, but it might have been recorded... let me check. ::accesses registers::
<XOMacMer> ::Noticing the CTO left the bridge... steps over to the SO::  SO: Can you work in a scan internal to the ship, to check for that neutrino residue?
<SO_Katie> ::nods to the EO:: XO:Yes sir
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Sir, we've dropped about 1500km from the warbird
<CMO_Hardy> CPO: now that i can see, but still there is nothing wrong with trying something even though you are not a Vulcan......once helped a Close Friend of mine with a...how should we say....a Distraction on his mind that made him a bit....well not there all the time if you know what i mean
<CTO_Somak> ::finds the weapon, and looks at it, while scanning for the frequency of the neutrino residue::
<SO_Katie> ::runs internal sensor sweep, focusing on all humanoid life forms about...looks for neutrino surges on them::
<CO_Ross> COMM:Adm Kriver: Apparently, Admiral, the weapon was replicated onboard, it was fired from our Cargo Bay 2.
<EO_Woo> SO: Well... the computer shows no such power drain... at least, not one that would be due to the weapon replication. Therefore... I guess it wasn't replicated on the Artemis...
<CPO_Jaar> ::raises eyebrow:: I don't think i want that kind of help doctor.. I've got enough problems of my own..
<SO_Katie> EO:Then how could it have gotten on board without any one noticing?
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::goes over the duty roster and re-checks them again::
<CPO_Jaar> $<Adm Kriver> COMM CO : Ross..  This is getting serious... Find that murderer.. Fast.. Or your time will run out..
<CO_Ross> COMM: Adm Kriver: Correction Admiral, the weapon was brought aboard, most likely at McKinley Station.........when tends to lead me to believe.............well ..........that someone is involved in a ..........conspiracy Sir!
<CMO_Hardy> CPO: well that is you perogative....It was only an ide for you to explore ::finiches with the CPO:: CPO: but u will have to take it a little easy for the next couple of day's due to the Concusion .......
<CTO_Somak> ::inputs information into panel, and sets computer to scan the crew for a match::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::turns to the XO:: XO: Sir it would be my best guess that someone snuck onboard
<EO_Woo> ::pauses, thinks:: SO: Well... I don't know. We didn't find any transporter beams... at least none we could detect...
<CO_Ross> COMM: Adm Kriver: Sir, this situation is going to increase in tension, there are three other Warbirds picked up on LRS, they will arrive here within 16 hours.......
<CPO_Jaar> $<Adm Kriver> ::shakes head:: COMM CO : Hold your consclusions CAptain.. I'll see what i can find out at MkInley Station... Kriver out.
<FCO_Teasley> ::gulps::
<CO_Ross> ::Under his breathe:: Swell!
<SO_Katie> XO:Sir, I detect 5 neutrino surges, one from someone in sickbay and 4 from four officers that were workink on the cargo bays, checking the cargo
<CTO_Somak> ::returns to the bridge::
<XOMacMer> SO: Who is that "someone" in sick bay?
<CPO_Jaar> CMO : Aye sir.. I will...
<CPO_Jaar> ::walks out of Sickbay::
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Sir, we've dropped 1500km from the warbird
<CO_Ross> FCO: Very good Mr. Teasley, lay in a course for Starbase 185, keep it on the board
<CMO_Hardy> Self: another satesfied customer ::smiles, and starts to cleen up SB ....again..::
<EO_Woo> ::turning to SO:: SO: Uh... do you happen to know of any transporter technology that could elude our sensors?
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Yes sir
<FCO_Teasley> ::sets course for the SB::
<SO_Katie> ::checks::XO:Thats CPO Jaar sir
<SO_Katie> EO:I can not think of any but we can check the databanks
<XOMacMer> ::Turning to OPS:: OPS: Can you take another look at CPO Jaar...
<CSO_Bryn> ::Wakes up surprised she had fallen asleep.  Kickly she gets up, straightens herself  out  and heads out of her small sanctuary and heads for the bridge::
<EO_Woo> ::enters a search for transporter technology capable of eluding federation sensors; waits for results::
<CSO_Bryn> <Quickly>
<CMO_Hardy> Self: dumdidumdum....::stats singing to himself:: Self: come cheer up my lads, hear's to glory we sail..
<XOMacMer> ::Back to SO:: Do a scan of CPO Jarr and confirm that their DNA matches what is in their file.
<EO_Woo> SO: It;s a long shot, but you never know...
<FCO_Teasley> ::watches position of the warbird and keeps course for the Starbase maintained::
<CO_Ross> XO: #1, what is Ensign Bryn up to?
<CSO_Bryn> ::Leans against the TL wall, holding back a wide yawn.::
<XOMacMer> ::Looking up, somewhat surprised..... then a touch embarased...:: CO: Sir, I don't know, but I can check.
<CO_Ross> ::Smiles:: XO: Very well..........
<SO_Katie> XO:Aye sir
<XOMacMer> *Ens Bryn*: Please report you location.....
<FCO_Teasley> ::wonders how his friend Jason is taking his new job::
<CPO_Jaar> ::moves to his quarters::
<CSO_Bryn> ::Exits onto the bridge and walks over to Jason::  XO:  Right behind you.
<SO_Katie> ::does a DNA scan on CPO Jaar, compares it with his record::
<XOMacMer> ::Quickly turning around, giving her a very releived smile, wiping smile from his face, and turning back to the CO:: CO: Sir, here she is!
<FCO_Teasley> ::keeps in tight with the warbird::
<TO_Tpal> self: why can't things be goning normal whenever I transfer to a ship
<CSO_Bryn> ::Looks over at the captain, not sure how to respond to the XO::
<SO_Katie> XO:Sir, the DNA scan I made of CPO Jaar matches the one on his record exactly. It is him
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::standing at OPS and looking over a strange order he received::
<CPO_Jaar> ACTION : Two more warbirds de-cloak in front of the Artemis.
<XOMacMer> OPS: What is the normal dutys assigned to CPO Jaar?
<CMO_Hardy> ::takes a seat in his office and brings up CPO_jaar's medical record :: Self: and thay say'd in the 20th Century that computers would make less papir work.......HA...now theres a joke if i ever heard one
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Two warbrids decloaked right in front of us
<SO_Katie> ::watches the Warbirds::Self:This will not be pretty to see
<CO_Ross> CTO: Mr. Somak, what is the status of those warbirds?
<EO_Woo> ::heart skips a beat after overhearing of the warbirds::
<CSO_Bryn> ::looks from the captain to the XO, then shrugs her shoulders and heads over for the science station::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::the XO breaks his concentration:: XO: Oh, he works wherever he is needed
<CTO_Somak> CO: Shields are up, weapons are charged.
<AdmKriver> $COMM CO : Kriver to Artemis
<FCO_Teasley> CO: They really hate us now
<XOMacMer> OPS: What is his specialty?  His background?  And was he assigned lately to anything which might have left a neutrino trace?
<SO_Katie> ::watches the CSO and moves to science 2::CSO:Hello ma'am
<CSO_Bryn> ::look at the science station feeling totally out of the current realm of reality::
<CO_Ross> XO: #1, I hate to do this, but they leave me no alternative.............Red Alert!
<CTO_Somak> ::activates Red Alert::
<CSO_Bryn> ::Looks up surprised::  SO:  I am sorry.  I did not see you.  My mind was... elsewhere.  What is the current status?
<FCO_Teasley> ::preps for evasive manuvers::
<XOMacMer> ::Looking to Bryn:: CSO: We think that the weapon you found might leave a neutrino scan on its user.  We've done a scan of the crew and found someone with neutrino residue on them that might not have a reason for it.  That is CPO Jarr.
<EO_Woo> ::readies thrusters and impulse as needed::
<CO_Ross> OPS: Hail the lead Warbird
<TO_Tpal> ::Wonders why the heck we jus jumped into red alert::
<CMO_Hardy> ::notices the Red Alert Light :: Self: what now...
<XOMacMer> <Edit Jarr = Jaar>
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::looks at the duty roster:: XO: He is a loader and he had Inventory duties to perform in cargo bay 1
<SO_Katie> ::as pepared to respond but hears the XO::CSO:Thats where we are now
<AdmKriver> $COMM CO : Kriver to Artemis
<CTO_Somak> CO: Which ship should I target?
*** Cheryl_away is now known as Cheryl
<CO_Ross> FCO: Mr. Teasley, is the Picard maneuver still programmed into your console?
<CO_Ross> FCO: Mr. Teasley, is the Picard Manuever still programmed into your console?
<AdmKriver> $COMM CO : Do you read Artemis!
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Yes sir
<CSO_Bryn> ::turns to look at the XO::  XO:  Hmmm... I don't recognize the name.
<CO_Ross> OPS: Belay that order.
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> XO: He is also assigned to the transport team in cargo bay 
<CSO_Bryn> ::glances at the SO with a lopsided grin::  SO:  Thanks.
<CO_Ross> COMM: Adm: Go ahead Admiral, Captain Ross here
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::looks at the CO:: Aye sir
<FCO_Teasley> ::prepares to execute Picard manuver::
<SO_Katie> ::turns back to her console, scans the warbirds for possible weeknesses that might come handy in battle. hearing the CSO, turns to her and nods::
<AdmKriver> $COMM CO : Captain... we had no choice... the Federation has just ordered us to make arrangements so that the Romulans can come aboard the Artemis and perform the investigation...
<AdmKriver> $COMM CO : Captain : It was that, or having you beamed to their ship for questioning...
<EO_Woo> ::monitors Artemis shields, fingers on controls::
<XOMacMer> ::Seeing how the CTO may be very busy, very quickly,,:: OPS: Check on why this CPO is in sick bay, and lets check him out to find out if he has anything to do with this weapon.  See if the transporter was active while he was in the cargo bay...
<CO_Ross> COMM: Adm: I had suggested that Sir, earlier, but the Romulan Sub-Commander ignored me. And how many Romulans are we to.......host?
<CSO_Bryn> ::Watches the admiral with a frown, thinking not over her would her captain be taken::
<SO_Katie> ::listens to the comm::Self:Romulans here? They don't make good guests
<FCO_Teasley> ::dosen't like the news::
<EO_Woo> ::tries to visualize Romulans in an Artemis background::
<CMO_Hardy> ::wonders what is going on up there::
<SO_Katie> Self:Or good house pets for that matter...
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM Artemis : A maximum of 4 Captain.. No more.. And keep them under close watch... You are to do everything in your power to help the Romulansin their investigation. Kriver out
<CSO_Bryn> ::Catches the last line of the SO and glances at her with a grin, then turns back toward her station::
<TO_Tpal> ::hears somthing about weapons, sickbay, ops, and CPO::
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> XO: Aye Sir
<RXO_Thamus> <Adm Kriver>
<TO_Tpal> ::Heads to sickbay to do some snoping around::
<CO_Ross> ::looks over at the XO and CTO:: XO: CTO: Well that is just great! make arrangments to beam over FOUR, and only FOUR Romulans, Mr. Somak, they are your responsiblity, I want two Security Guards with each Romulan, at all times.
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> *CMO*: Why was CPO Jaar in sickbay for?
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : Captain.. I am sure your government has informed you that we are taking over the investigation...
<SO_Katie> ::sees that the CSO caught what she said. Inocently turns to the sonsole and concentrates on scans::
<XOMacMer> TO: Since it looks as if we're not doing any shooting immediately, perhaps you can coordinate with OPS on checking out the CPO prior to the Romulans arrival?
<FCO_Teasley> CO: This is getting out hand sir
<CTO_Somak> CO: Aye sir. ::assigns eight officers to transporter room::
<TO_Tpal> XO: Aye
<CMO_Hardy> *OPS* He was in there due to a transpoter malfuction in the cargo bay from what i know...he came in with a concussion and a few broken ribs
<CMO_Hardy> <edit Transporter>
<CO_Ross> COMM: RXO: Are you accompanying the three other Officers Sub-Commander?
<TO_Tpal> ::Arrives at sickbay
<TO_Tpal> ::
<CSO_Bryn> ::Taps into medical records using her medical codes::
<CMO_Hardy> ::notices the TO entering SB:: TO: yes
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : No.. i will be beaming alone.. THere is no need for more officer.. I can perform this investigation myself...
<FCO_Teasley> CO: I mean first their captain dies and they blame us, then they keep horrassing us about and now 4 of them are coming over to investigate, something ain't adding up sir
<TO_Tpal> CMO: I'm here with OPS to ask some questions about CPO.
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> *CMO*: Aye, thanks ::turns to the XO:: XO: Sir he was in there getting medical attention for a concussion and several broken ribs. Apparently they were sustained from a transporter malfunction
<XOMacMer> ::Looking over to the CO, with a somewhat harried look, waiting for further orders.... Not quite sure how to take our new 'guests'::
<TO_Tpal> CMO: What have your medical scans shown?
<CO_Ross> FCO: I am attuned to that Mr. Teasley, an old Earth saying " Something is rotten in Denmark"
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : Captain.. I am ready for transport..
<FCO_Teasley> CO: I thought it was "Topkea"
<CSO_Bryn> OPS:  A transporter malfunction?  Not likely.
<CMO_Hardy> TO: just what i have told OPS, that the CPO came in there due to a transporter malfunction witch gave him a few broken bones and a concussion
<TO_Tpal> CMO:Transport malfunction?
<CSO_Bryn> XO:  Sounds more like... what is that word?  Ummm... backfire?
<SO_Katie> ::decides to keep close tags on the romulans::SElf:We don't want them to get lost, do we?
<CO_Ross> XO: They are your responsiblity, the Bridge is off limits, if they give you any trouble, beam them back to their ship. I do not fancy being kidnapped, or any of my crew off this ship, Understood?
<OPS_MacPherson-Quest> ::looks over to the CSO: CSO: Your right Ensign, I think we have our shooter
<XOMacMer> CO: Aye sir.
<CMO_Hardy> TO: yes....thats what he told me anyway.....though i found it strange that he had not reported it from what i found out
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : Captain.. We are going to lower our shields... If any action comes from your ship toours.. You will PAY the consequences...
<XOMacMer> CO: We have a crew member in SIck bay, suffering from a transporter malfunction, but he might be a prime suspect...
<CO_Ross> XO: And secure that CPO in the brig while the Romulans are aboard, for his own safety, No one is leaving this ship but the Romulans when their investigation is completed.
<TO_Tpal> CMO: we have reason to believe that was no transport malfunction, may I suggest you examin his wounds
<CO_Ross> COMM: RXO: Standby Sub-COmmander, we are making preparations..........
<XOMacMer> CO: Aye sir.
<CSO_Bryn> XO:  There is no way a transporter could function in such a manner.  It is not possible.
<CMO_Hardy> TO: he had already been realised from SB...but i have the Medical readout's here if you want to take a look at them ::points towards one of the terminals::
<XOMacMer> *TO*: Once the CMO is done with CPO Jaar, please escort him to the brig for protective custody, and continue your investigation there.
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Permission to assist the Romulans in anyway I can
<TO_Tpal> CMO:You let him out of isck bay!
<CO_Ross> FCO: Very well Mr. Teasley, you can stand down.......
<CSO_Bryn> ::sighs, tempted to give the XO a swift kick in the shin, but instead turns back to her console::
<TO_Tpal> ::Heads to CPO's quarters::
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : Captain.. What is taking so long?
<FCO_Teasley> CO: Thank you sir
<CMO_Hardy> TO: yes....after i had done what i could from him he was relised from SB .....but i also gave him orders to take it easy the next couple of day's due to his concussion
<SO_Katie> ::is ready for the arrival of the Romulans. Connects her console to trasnporter logs, to make sure she knos exactly what they are carrying::
<TO_Tpal> Self:These darn turbolifts should have the word "turbo in them::
<XOMacMer> ::Turning to the CTO:: CTO: Can you check out the CPO's story?  See if there was a trasnport attempt when he says he had his 'accident'?  We need to either clear him before the Romulans catch wind of him, or find real evidence against him.
<FCO_Teasley> ::calls for the Beta FCO::
<FCO_Teasley> ::heads for TL::
<CTO_Somak> XO: Agreed. ::leaves the bridge, to go find the CPO::
<CSO_Bryn> ::Notes what the SO is doing and continues with her own work::
<XOMacMer> ::Looking back at the CSO:: CSO: I don't know about a 'backfire', it sounds a touch phony to me.
<FCO_Teasley> TL: TR1
<RXO_Thamus> $COMM CO : Captain.. I grow tired of waiting!
<CTO_Somak> <agreed = Aye sir>
<CSO_Bryn> ::Nods, not looking, just continuing her work::
<FCO_Teasley> ::arrives on the deck::
<FCO_Teasley> ::heads for the TR::
<TO_Tpal> :: as he aproaches the CPO's quarters whips out a phaser and opens the door::
<CO_Ross> XO: Beam the Romulans aboard, "They grow tiresome"
<FCO_Teasley> ::enters TR::
<RXO_Thamus> <CPO> TO : Hey!! What are you doing???
<CO_Ross> ah
<CMO_Hardy> ::heads back to his office and finishes his report on the CPO and transferes it to the Main computer Medical databank::
<CSO_Bryn> ::Quietly::  XO:  There is some data missing.  ::shrugs::
<CTO_Somak> ::notices the TO at the door, and follows him and the other officer in::
<SO_Katie> EO:Did you have any luck finding out how that eapon could have come on board?
<TO_Tpal> ::Following starfleet protocal, he takes the CPO to the brig
<CSO_Bryn> ::As the CMO's report on the CPO comes through, she reads through it::
<XOMacMer> ::Starts at Bryn's comment, then quietly replies:: CSO: Missing data?  What kind?
<RXO_Thamus> <CPO> TO : Why am i being arrested? What did i do??
<EO_Woo> SO: Well, I decided to recheck the registers... and apparently, the transporters DID register a transporter signal... that could have been the reason... but I will need to confirm.
<TO_Tpal> CPO: that's what we're trying to find out, please come with me.
<CSO_Bryn> XO:  We don't have all the information on the CPO's accident, only that it involved a transporter.  ::glances through the doctors file not seeing anything pertinent::
<RXO_Thamus> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10009.22>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<RXO_Thamus> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10009.22>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<RXO_Thamus> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10009.22>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


